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Abstract—Imitation is an important aspect of emotion recogni-
tion. We present an expression training interface which evaluates
the imitation of facial expressions and head movements. The
system provides feedback on complex emotion expression, via
an integrated emotion classifier which can recognize 18 complex
emotions. Feedback is also provided for exact-expression imita-
tion via dynamic time warping. Discrepancies in intensity and
frequency of action units are communicated via simple graphs.
This work has applications as a training tool for customer-facing
professionals and people with Autism Spectrum Conditions.

Index Terms—affective computing; emotion recognition

I. INTRODUCTION

Facial expressions [1] and head motions [2] are important
modalities that humans use to communicate their mental
states to others. Interestingly, the human ability to correctly
recognize emotions is believed to be dependent on our ability
to imitate the expressions presented to us by others, a theory
originally proposed by Lipps in 1907 [3] and supported by
many others since then [4]–[7].

Thus we present an expression training interface which
encourages and evaluates the imitation of facial expressions
and head motions. The system provides users with feedback on
the success of their face and head movements in (a) conveying
complex emotions, and (b) precisely imitating expressions.

Expression training can be useful as an intervention for
individuals with Autism Spectrum Conditions (ASC) [8]–[11],
or as a training tool for neurotypical individuals to hone their
emotion synthesis capabilities (such as actors or customer
service representatives).

II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

A screenshot of the system is given in Figure 1. The system
uses a webcam to capture the facial expressions and head
movements of the user. The user selects an emotion category
and then selects a target video to imitate from the provided
database of videos belonging to that emotion category [12].

Two animated bar graphs are displayed: one connected to
the target video, and one connected to the webcam video. The
values in these animated bar graphs change frame-by-frame to
correspond with the changing action unit (AU) intensities in
the videos. Thus the user is able to visually compare the AU
intensities in her own expression to those in the target video.

When ready, the user presses “Record” and then uses her
face and head to either (a) portray the selected emotion (in
any way she wishes), or (b) precisely imitate the target video.

When she presses “Stop”, the recorded frames are analyzed
to gather aggregate intensity and frequency statistics for each
AU. Based on the difference between the statistics of the
imitation and those of the target emotion, an overall score for
the imitation is given to the user, along with detailed feedback
as outlined in the sections below. Recorded imitations and their
corresponding feedback are saved by the system.

Proprioception alone is not enough to induce improvement
on facial imitation tasks [13], and thus visual feedback is
an important component for expression training. Our system
provides the user with visual feedback of her expressions, via
the real-time video stream from the webcam (Figure 1 (ii))
and via the ability to replay the videos of previous imitation
attempts (Figure 1 (vii)).

Slowing down the presentation of stimuli has been found
to be beneficial in prior facial expression imitation tasks
used in an ASC intervention [9]. Thus our system provides
the ability to slow down the playback of the target video.
This change in speed does not negatively affect the imitation
comparison mechanisms, since one depends on aggregate
statistics (emotion imitation) and the other uses dynamic time
warping (exact-expression imitation).

A. Emotion Feedback

An emotion classifier which recognizes 18 complex emo-
tions has been integrated into the system. The classifier runs in
real-time on the live webcam feed. It uses a sliding window
of previous frames to collect the AU data from which the
real-time emotion classification is calculated. The emotion
recognized in the current sliding window is displayed to
the user and updated periodically. The emotions recognized
are: Afraid, Angry, Ashamed, Bored, Disappointed, Disgusted,
Excited, Frustrated, Happy, Hurt, Interested, Joking, Proud,
Sad, Sneaky, Surprised, and Worried.

Detailed feedback for emotion expression is provided to the
user when she records her imitation. Feedback is given via
bar graphs that depict any large differences in particular AU
intensities between the imitation and the target emotion, as
can be seen in Figure 1 (vi).
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Fig. 1. A screenshot of the expression training interface, with detailed imitation feedback showing. (i) A target video is selected. (ii) The webcam feed is
analyzed in real-time. When the subject is ready, she can record her imitation attempt. (iii) The real-time emotion classification label is displayed. (iv) The
subject can select a target emotion from 18 emotion categories. (v) The overall emotion classification label for the most recent recorded attempt is displayed.
(vi) Large differences in the intensities of particular action units are given as feedback. Green represents “Do more”, red represents “Do less”. (vii) Recorded
imitations can be re-watched. The list of past imitations is in the upper right corner of the interface. (viii) The action unit intensities for each frame of the
recorded imitation from vii are displayed in an animated bar graph as the imitation video plays.

Fig. 2. An example of the visual feedback presented to the user to depict
the dynamic time warping between the imitation and the target video.

B. Exact-Expression Feedback

The system also gives feedback on how precisely the user
has imitated the exact expressions in the target video. Using
the NDTW package1, the system performs dynamic time
warping (minimizing the total distance across all action units
simultaneously) to determine the frame-by-frame differences
in action unit intensities. These differences are presented to
the user visually through simple line graphs (Figure 2).

III. TECHNICAL CONTRIBUTIONS

This is the first real-time system that performs classification
of facial expressions and head motions for such a wide
range of categorical complex emotions. Previous systems have
focused only on basic emotions [14], or have investigated only
a small subset of complex emotions (such as el Kaliouby et al.
[15] who classified six cognitive mental states, or Littlewort
et al. [16] who looked only at pain).

1NDTW package available at: https://github.com/doblak/ndtw

Furthermore, this is the first system to give feedback to
users for the purpose of improving emotional expression.
Previous systems have focused only on static images [17],
or have not been designed to coach emotional expression
(despite analyzing features that carry emotional content, such
as nodding and smiling) [18].

IV. EXPERIMENT DESIGN

The system has not yet been studied to determine its effect
on imitation abilities. At the conference we will be exploring
the question “does practising with our system actually improve
imitation ability?” by collecting the imitation scores of all
participants, particularly targeting repeated imitation attempts.

V. CONCLUSION

We have presented an expression training interface which
provides feedback on the expression of complex emotions
through facial expressions and head movements. The interface
also provides feedback on exact-expression imitation which
compares the precise expressions in the target video to those
of the imitation. The system has applications as an intervention
for ASC or as a training tool for actors and other customer-
facing professionals.
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